Warwickshire

by Hemical

The Warwickshire players are those who played in the final county championship match of 2012
http://www.espncricinfo.com/county-cricket-2012/engine/current/match/542551.html
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2

3

1 Warks pace bowler who
pioneered using flight (6)

14

15

16

18
20

21
22
25

13 Symbol is satisfactory
with a number on the
outside (5)

28

29

14 Put one's foot down
when mother left ancient
elephant with nothing in its
belly (5,2)

28 See 11
29 Ingest cocaine, perhaps,
and leave in a hurry (4,1,6)
30 Risks holding line with
things hanging down (8)
31 Dry hem spoiled by

17

19

24

26 Do nothing unusual to
arm clan in uproar (3,6)

8

13

12 Oriental regularly
wronged during Christian
festval (9)

24 Spinner holding sawnoff weapon gets to dress in
finery (3,2)

7

11

12

11/28 Nuclear
contamination, not
fluorine, finished off bats
(3,3)

21 Time to wrap up 900%
increase (7)

6

10

10 Digging up the past,
smashing a holy grace ring
(11)

20 Bets all off, initially,
ruined by German
attackers in WW2 (1-5)

5

9

4 Rocks international
conference leaders with
allegiance, ultimately, to
third powers (3,5)

16 Bring together business
in this vicinity (6)

4

23

26

30

27

31

fictional doctor's alter ego
(2,4)

7 Need water supply after
brilliant opening for Warks
all-rounder (9)

to nuclear treaty (which
would be unwelcome at
Edgbaston!) (4,3)

Down

8 Second computer
peripheral changes hands
for a small piece of wood
(8)

22 Publican got rid of
rising water for Warks
medium-pacer (6)

1 You and I hug tree along
with small Warks allrounder (6)
2 Broken can is part of
what's studied in 10 (5)
3 Left on a journey due to
unconvincing support for
chief (6,3)
5 Warks batsman to hack
deserter's tail off (6)
6 Yell, being tense under
pressure in the vault (5)

9 Warks keeper, also a
former US President (7)

23 Warks all-rounder puts
both hands (separately)
into gateau (6)

15 Warks batsman to
finally beat violent
heavyweight (9)

25 Warks spinner missing
bottom parts of kneecap
(5)

17 Out of sorts cricket side
to pass round ancient city
(3-6)

27 Warks batsman can
carry heads of daisies and
dahlias (5)

18 Warks batsman's son
found in soaked timber (8)
19 Ten bats broken leading

